
P R O G R A M 

TRAILS  - 12’20 
Format: 2D ambisonics 

TRAILS develops soundscapes from what you hear as you walk through Nordmarka, the northern part of the forest 
around Oslo, towards Lake Maridalsvannet - the largest lake in the municipality. The piece takes the form of a 
narrative made up of the processed sounds of birds, streams and waterfalls, cracking and breaking branches, 
footsteps, falling stones or the echo of boat signals from afar. There are a variety of trails to explore. The deeper 
you go into the forest and into your mind, the more the soundscapes transform into other densely constructed 
soundworlds until you reach Maridalsvannet. There you see the calm, peaceful lake standing still, reflecting grey, 
heavy clouds floating in the sky. As the fog moves on and covers the surface of the lake, you step on the trail 
leading home in the growing darkness…  
Commissioned by ZKM | Center for Art and Media, 2021 

DECONSTRUCTION - 7’00  
Format: audiovisual  

DECONSTRUCTION was composed during the first lockdown in the spring of 2020. The way our interpersonal 
relationships and networks have been deconstructed and transformed since the pandemic began was a major 
inspiration for the piece. I wanted to depict the exponentially increasing rates of infection as dynamic, explosive 
gestures that eventually unwind into transparent textures as the "wave" sweeps through my metaphorical earth.  

!"#$% / LOTSVA - 13’50 
Format: 2D ambisonics  

The piece is based on prayers and songs from around the world that I collected through my social media 
channels. I wanted to bring together the voices of people from different countries, cultures and religions and 
unite them in my musical composition, which is my artistic reflection on the situation we have been in for more 
than two years. In this version of the piece you will hear recordings from 24 countries. The project is still in 
progress and will result in a sound installation in the spring of 2022. If you are from a country other than those 
listed above and would like to participate, please scan the QR code below. Thank you! 
Commissioned by Ny Musikks Komponistgruppe, 2020 

REVELATION - 13’00 
Format: audiovisual   

REVELATION is an audiovisual piece using human bodily expression as material to express different forms of 
anxiety. The visuals are based on motion capture data recorded of dancer Synne Garvik, while the sound consists 
of processed samples of human voice and field recordings.  
Commissioned by NOTAM | Norwegian Centre for Technology in Music and the Arts, 2021 
 




 


